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BLACK-WHITE COMPARISONS

NONPARTICIPATION IN THE LABOR FORCE:

The economic problems of bl.ack Americans, while no more severe than

during earlier periods, assumed added significance during the 1960 decade.
failure of
A number of developszents explain the increased concern with the

blacks to achieve an economic status on par vith that of the white population.

First, the violence in the cities led to considerable interest in

the causes and consequences of ghettoization.

Economic problems, and

particularly unemployment, vere seen as closely linked with the outbreaks.
The Kerner Commission viewed the exclusion of great numbers of blacks from

the benefits of economic progress as

pivotal factor in the urban disorders.1

Second, with the "rediscovery of poverty" came the realisation that

blacks continued to be disproportionately represented in the ranks of the
poor.

Finally, the civil rights campaign moved into a phase in which

tion was

atten-

focused on the factors likely to inhibit the full utilisation by

blacks of recently acquired legal rights.

Again, the evidence suggested

that economics would be a primary factor.

While the initial stimuli varied, those interested im the position of
the black in American society came to share the view that Job opportunities for blacks must be central concerns.

Of particular importance, theY

maintained, are the employment problems that the black population faces.

The seriousness of theme problems is reflected in part in the unemployment
rate, a widely used indicator of economic conditions.

see,

As we shall presently

this rate reveals a continual gap between black and white America.

It hu been suggested that even the unemployment figure does not capture completely the employment plight of blacks.
rate

includes only

Since the unemployment

persona within the labor force, large numbers of Jobless

2
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Of this Shepherd and Striner have

blacks may not be taken into acommt.

written:

"Much of the unemployment problem is hidden since many Negroes,

especially the longterm unemployed who have simply given up the search
for jobs and the teenagers who have hardly entered the labor merket, are
not counted officially as unemployed.

113

The hidden unemployment among

blacks, especially in relation to that among whites, is the topic of the
present discussion.

The concept "hidden unemployment" implies that many

eligible workers do not search for work because they regard the search as
futile.

We have little evidence on a national scale that this is indeed a

primmry reason for nonparticipation.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has

only recently published the type of data necessary for a study of hidden un-

employment at the national level.

We have used these data in order to

determine the degree to which discouragement impedes the search for work.

More specifically, ve vish to ascertain whether hidden unemployment is
indeed more extensive among blacks than among whites.

On Unemployment
Before examining the hidden unemployment problem, let us review the

general unemployment situation since there is some evidence that the two
An analysis of over 70 metropolitan areas by Bolen

areas are related.

and Finegan shows that unemploymest rates are aasociated vith labor force

participation, such that a direct correlation obtains between the two.

They

maintain that unemployment, particularly if it is prolonged, discourages
active job search.

4

If high unemployment dissuades potential workers from looking for jobs,

then greater nonparticipation in the labor force should occur for blacks
than for whites.

Since the early 1950's the unemployment rate for blacks

3
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has been about twice that of white workers (see Table 1).

Moreover, since

1954 the unemployment among blacks has been continuously above the 6.0
percent "recession" level, widely regarded as a sing of serious economic
weakness when prevalent for entire vork forces.5
(TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE)

While unemployment rates have fallen sharply for most color and age-sex
groups, the rate for Negro teenagers has remained between 25 and 30 percent.
This means that about one ottt of every four black teenagers seeking work
is unsuccessful.

6

In 1968 when white teenagers experienced an unemployment

rate of 11.0 for nonwhite teenagers the figure was 25.0.
Unemployment is undoubtedly related to education, and the fact that the educational status of blacks has lagged behind that of whites explains in
part the employment differentials.

Yet, education is only a partial. explana-

tion, for inall education categories, nonwhite unemployment rates are

larger thanwhite rates (see Table 2).

Since joblessness is more likely

for the educated nonwhite than for the educated white, the result is
a very poor situation for the nonwhite high school drop-out.
(TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE)
Looking only at labor force statistics, we find an employment pictuilie

for blacks that is more sobering than that for whites.

To.what extent

does the addition of black nonparticipants make the situation even more
grave?

This is the problem the present discussion faces and explores.

METHODS AND DATA
The data reported in the analysis of nonparticipat!.on are based on

information published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Waile some limited

information on persons not in the labor force has lona been available, the
Bureau now collects more detailed data than it did formerly.

4

The information

n nonparticipation is taken from the nationwide survey conducted monthly
The entire

for the Bureau of Labor Statistics by the Bureau of the Census.

sample in that monthly survey includes 50,000 households; the questions on
nonparticipations are asked in only one-fourth of the households.

7

While there may be several reasons why a given individual is not seek-

ing

waek, only one reason is recorded per individual.

Thus, when a person

gives more than one explanation, the interviewer must decide the relative
importance of each and list the reason likely to be the biggest obstacle.
selecting one
As the Flats discussion indicates, there are guidelines for

response when multiple answers are given.

nonparticipants

The ansaysis we present is for male

only.

An earlier

study of the same data revealed that "home responsibilities" accounted for
8

most of the nonparticipation amcmg women.

Thus, discouragmment--the factor

f most interest here--is not as likely to affect %men as men.

We also

look at males because of thc sugintion in the literature that it is the

black male, mere than the black female,

iho

experience: social and personal

difficulties because of employment problema.9
We discuss the trends end patterns evident in the data rather than the
extent to which the white-nonwhite differences are statistically signifioant.
Given the size ef tbe sample, most differences could be shown to be statis-

tically significant.10

Yet, some o: the significant differences usi have

little theoretical messing.

FINDINGS

The findings seem to imArtIst blacks are mere inclined to leave the
job market prematurely then are whites.

This is indicated by the fact that

periods included
whites are more likely than blacks to report for eadh of the
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that they are retired from work or too old to work.

In 1910 when 42 perm

cent of the white respoudents gave either "retirement" or "old age" as
their principal explanation for inactivity, only 83 percent of the blacks
answered similarly (see Table 3).

It mey be that the white worker completes

a prescribed period of vork and then withdraws fran the labor market.
(TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE)

In contrast, the work life of the black is frequently interrupted
by physical problems.

For each of the given years, "ill health" appeared as

a reason more frequently for blacks than for whites.

In 1970, 24 per-

cent of the blacks as compared with 16 percent of the whites attributed
their nonparticipation to "ill health" or "diaability".

In 1969, the

respective figures were 26 percent and 16 percent.

A linkage betvem employment and ill health in poverty-prone groups has
been revealed in other studies.

Based on an analysis of men in poverty

neighborhoods, Willacy reports that in such areas participation in the job
market is curbed by physical problems.

She contends that poor diet, sub-

standard living conditions, inadequate medical care and previous employment
in low-skilled and often physically demanding occupations all contribute to

the high disability rates of the economically impoverished.11

The &asocial'.

tion between employment and health has important implications for efforts
to elevate the black to a position from which he can take full advantage of
legal equality.

So long as opportunitie3 for a healthy existence are re-

stricted, exclusion from full social participation will occur, not because
of overt discrimination, but because of physical incapacity.

Nonparticipation and the Desire for Work
The concept of "hidden unemployment" implies that a number of persons, while

-6not actively seeking work, do indeed wish jobs.

The entire sample of non-

,

participants includes many persons who are not interested in employment.
Thus, if we are to examine the problem of hidden employment ve must focus
our attention on that element which expresses interest in employment.
What inhibits the active search for employment in this group?
As may be seen from Table 3, a somewhat larger proportion of blacks

than whites fall into the category "desire job now."

In 1970, eight

percent of the white nonparticipants wanted jobs whereas fourteen percent of the blacks indicated a desire for employment.

This suggests that

disinterest in employment explains white nonparticipation slightly better
than it does black nonparticipation.

If a problem of hidden employment does exist, then we would anticipate
a large number of discouraged persons among the nonparticipants who wish
work.

The inactive who are nonetheless interested in employment would, accord-

ing to the notion of hidden employment, believe that they cannot get work.

Is there disproportionate representation of blacks in the category of

discouraged?

Looking at the distribution of responses given by those

desiring work, we find little difference between blacks and whites.

Although

for each period a few more blacks than whites felt they could wt get
jobs, this response was given by only 17 percent of the whites and 23 percent of the blacks in 1970 (see Table 4).

Significantly, for no other

period included here was the difference between blacks and whites as great
as for 1970.

(TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE)

While the white-nonwhite differences for the response "think cannot
get job" are not vast, one could maintain that discouragement, no matter how

_7_

Certainly, attempts to improve the eco-

minimal, is vorth:r of attention.

impressions of the job market
nomic position of any group must consider the

held by the membors e that group.

We now ask:

Of those who believe

this belief vary by race?
they cannot secure employment, do the reasons for

Discouraged Nonparticipants
for the conviction, "think
The Census data provide detailed explanations
cannot get job."

Age is likely to be regarded as an inhibiting factor

"employers think
by both blacks and whites, as reflected in the response,

too young or old."

(see Table 5).

blacks to give this response.

But whites are more likely than

With respect to educational preparation, an

to see theminteresting tread appears to be occwring; blacks are ccedng
selves as unprepared for the labor force.

For the category, "could not

unprofitable exfind job," we find that more blacks than whites have had
periences on the labor market.

Thus, in 1970, 145 percent of the blacks,

unable to find employment.
as compared with 38 percent of the whites were

(TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE)

securing emThe results suggest that blacks have greater difficulty
Boston workets.
ployment than do whites, a finding supported in research on
blacks searched
That analysis of black and white workers found that the
rejection rates than did whites.
more intensively and suffered higher

Of

compared vith 31 percent of
the total sample, 60 percent of the blacks as
job hunt.
the whites reported making more than three attempts on an average

based on a rational
The author conclude's; "Anticipation of discrimination,
effectively circusappreciation of actual patterns of Negro employment

"12 We find, however, that
scribes the search of the majority of Negroes.
black frau white nonexperience rather than anticipation differentiates
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participants.

If anticipation of difficulties does curtail the job search

of blacks, then we would expect greater representation from blacks than
from vhites among those who "think no job available."

While for 1968 and

1970 a slightly larger percentage of blacks than whites did indicate that
they thought no vork vas available, in 1969 the opposite obtained:
23 percent of the whites as against 20 percent of the blacks were in
this response category (see Table 5).

Apparently, many blacks withdraw from the search for jobs because
through experience they find the situation unrewarding.
for the failures encovntered?
discrimination:

What might account

Perhaps the most obvious would be racial

deliberate racist policies would restrict the job
Yet, there are other factors which should also

possibilities of blacks.

be considered, for the difficulties blacks encounter on the labor matket
are not alvays the result of overt racism.

One condition shovn to affect

the job alternatives available to blacks is the moveaent in urban areas of
jobs to the fringes of the city.

In many areas transportation difficulties

impede the job search of inner city residents.

Thus, because of immobility,

the ghetto dweller is not able to take advantage of the opportuniteis
developing on the fringes.

The Boston study, previously cited, implies that

the movement of jobs to the suburbs makes employment possibilities both

geographically and psychologically remote for maw inner city residents.
The researcher found that these residents vere disinclined to venture outside
the contiguous community in their quest for work.

They vere reluctant,

even vhen transportation vas available, to explore those areas unfamiliar
and pessiblI threatening.
limited:

13

Tts result is that the area of exploration is

vithin that area few job opportunities are likely.

There is yet another circumstance which places the central city resident in a disadvantageous position.

The inhabitants of the core are un-

likely to have informal contacts and channels of-information about work

openings. Although residents may, and do, utilise public

sources

information, they do not learn of the opportunities which

are only in-

formally communicated.

Holland

of job

observes that young blacks are less likely

than whites to have connections which lead to good jobs, and consequently
sufZer serious employment difficulties.
Failure to find work may also be

ih

related

to level of aspiration.

While no substantial evidence exists, undoubtedly many young blacks are

unwilling to accept the "Negro jobs" which

may

Inability

be open to them.

to find work may reflect changes in the aspirations of

blacks,

a problem

which deserves closer scrutiny.

Hidden Unemployment

We noted

among blacks

initially the argument

than smug whites since

that

hidden

the former

unemployment is
are

greater

more likely te

have

unfavorable impressions of and unprofitable experiences on the labor market.

The findings reported

here give no overwhelming support to the argument.

Few notable differences exist between blacks and whites insofar as their
reasons for nonparticipetiun are concerned.

In both groups, the student

status explains the inactivity of otherwise eligible workers.

while more important for

blacks

I11 health,

than whites in terms of the total ssaple,

does not sharply divide blacks from whites in that segment which desires

work.

Does this imply that the employment difficulties, especial.ly the

hidden unemployment of blacks have been overstated?

We think

not

and

suggest in the concluding section some implications which the results might

10
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have for analysis of the black man's place in American society.

CONCLUSIONS

The Kerner Commission Report states:

The capacity to obtain and hold a 'good job' is the traditional
test of participation in American society. Steady employment with
adequate compensation provides both purchasing power and social
and self-esteem
It develops the capabilities, confidenc
status.
an individual needs to be a responsible citizen.

e.

If vork makes one a full participant, then obviously large numbers of
blacks remain on the periphery of American society.

We have not found

the nonparticipation of blacks to be attributable principally to a belief
that York is not available.

Instead, inactivity results from forces

vhich, for the individuals involved, seem uncontrollable.

Physical in-

capacity, not limited training, is viewed as a factor inhibiting labor
force participation.

Noninvolvement in the vorld of work stems less

from a disintere3t in York than from difficulties in securing employment.
While on many dimensions the differences are minimal, black nonparticipants
do differ from white nonparticipants insofar as their experiences on the
labor Market are concerned.

because he has retired:

physical problems.

As indicated earlier, the vhite is inactive

the black has often been forced out because of

The vhite nonparticipant thinks work may net be available;

the experience of the black, not his guesses, convince him that he
cannot easily penetrate the job market.

Although hidden unemployment does

not seem to plague the black population with significantly greater severity

than it does the white, we do not regard the analysis presented here as the
final vord.

So long as many black males are undercounted and underrepresented

in official data on the population, we cannot know the full extent of the ema
ployment problems for this

segment.

Moreover, a problem no matter how few

it involves, deserves attention and concern.
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TABLE 1.

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES, 109-1970, EY RACE

NONWHITE

YEAR

WHITE

RATIO:

WHITE TO
NONWHITE

8.9
9.0
5.3
5.4
4.5
9.9
8,7
8.3
7.9
12.6
10.1
10.2
12.4
10.9
10.8
9.6
8.1
7.3
7.4
6.7
6.4
8.2

1949
1950
1952
1952
1953
195h
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

NOTE:

5.6
4.9
3.1
2.8
2.7
5.0
3.9
3.6
3.8
6.1
4.8
4.9
6.0
4.9
5.0
4.6
4.1
3.3
3.4
3.2
3.1
4.5

1.6
1.8
1.7
1.9
1.7
2.0
2.2
2.3
2.1
2.1
2.2
2.1
2.1
2.2
2.2
2.1
2.0
2.2
2.2
2.1
2.0
1.8

The unemployment rate is the percent unemployed in the civilian labor
force.
Source:

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

UNIMPWYMENT RATE , PERSONS 18 AND OVER , BY COLOR AND YEARS

TABLE 2
On.

OF SCHOOL COMPLETED

SELECTED YEARS

Years of school
completed and color

Unemployment rate for selected years
4

1 66

1 68

6.0

5.5

3.7

3.4

7.1
11.7

7.2
9.4

4.7
6.3

4.1
5.4

T.2
15.3

6.4
12.5

4.5
9.7

4.6
9.8

3.7
10.3

3.7
8.8

2.4
6.1

2.3
5.4

4.6
12.4

4.3
10.1

2.8
7.0

2.7
6.7

2.4
6.1

2.6
6.5

1.8
4.3

1.7
2.8

10.9
9.6

11.2
10.1

11.5
10.5

103

1 62
Unemployment Rate, Total
Semple

Elementary:

8 VMS or less:

White
Nonwhite

Nigh school: 1-3 years:
White
Nonwhite

Nigh school: 4 years or more:
White
Nonwhite

k Years:
White.
Nonwhite

1 year college or more:
White
Nonwhite

Median school years completed:
White
Nonwhite

Source:

MARCH 1962-68

1

11.9

Elisabeth Waldman, "Educational Attailment of Workers," Monthly
8.
Labor Review, 92, (February, 1969),

,

TABLE 3.

REASONS FOR NONPARTICIPATION IN THE LABOR FORCE, WHITE-NONWHITE

MALES, 1968-70

Reasons

White

NonWhite

In School

28.1

32.2

Ill Health,
disability

15.8

Home Responsibilities
Retirement, Old Age

Think Cannot Get Job
All Other Reasons

Percent
TOTAL (In
Thousands)

102

1969
..

2261

White

NonWhite

White

NonWhite

27.7

32.6

27.1

32.0

28.0

16.1

26.0

16.3

23.7

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.6

1.6

2.2

42.7

22.5

42.7

22.6

42.2

23.1

1.5

3.2

1.3

2.4

1.5

3.3

10.6

12.5

10.7

14.7

11.2

15.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

43,452

5,371

44,654

6,034

45,900

6,360

4,079

1,004

4,100

927

3,884

924'

9.4

17.5

9.2

15.4

8,5

14.5

"Nmparticipants
vhol desire job
name"

TOwAL .(In Thousands)

Percent of total
nonparticipants

mOTm:

Because of rounding, sums of individual items mear no; equal 100 percent.
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REASONS FOR NONPARTICIPATION AMONG MOSE DESIRING WORK NOW,

TABLE

WHITE-NONWHITE MALES, 1968-70

1969

1970

White

White NonWhite

White NonWhite

1968

Reasons

White Non-

In School

47.7

45.4

44.6

47.7

48.3

41.1

Ill health, Disability 20.6

25.1

21.8

22.9

16.4

21.0

Think Cannot Got Job

16.2

18.3

14.3

15.6

31.3

22.8

All Other Reasons

i6.o

10.8

19.3

13.8

17.9

15.0

1,0.0 100.0

Percent
1013111 ( In Thousands )

1101111:

4 9097

1,004

100.0 100.0
4,100

jr

100.0 100.0
3,884

924

Because of rounding, sums of individual items mey not equal 100 percent.

TABLE 5.

DETAILED REASONS FOR "THINK CANNOT GET JOB" FOR THOSE DESIRING WORK,

WHrTE-NONWHITE MALES, 1968-70

1221

1968

White

NonWhite

White

nonWhite

White nonWhite

42.2

23.9

39.6

25.5

29.9

8.4

6.5

6.6

11.0

6.0

8.9

7.1

job

18.1

34.8

Thinks no job
available

25.3

Reasons

Employers think
too young or old

Lacks education or
training

5.2'

9.0

4.8

6.1

6.1

23.1

38.6

37.9

45.3

28.3

23.3

20.0

22.4

27/4

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

664

186

588

Other personal

handicap
Could not find

Percent
TOTAL (In
thousands)

NOTE;

12.7

145r

100.0 100.0

675

212

Because of rounding, sums of individual items nay not equal 100 percent.

